Electrokinetic fingerprinting of grafted polyelectrolyte layers--a theoretical approach.
Electrokinetic fingerprinting (EF) was introduced by Marlow and Rowell [Marlow BJ, Rowel RL. Langmuir 1990;6:1088] for the comprehensive characterization of charged particle surfaces. Afterwards, EF was applied by many groups for the characterization of "hard" (i.e. non-swelling) surfaces. However, the advantages of EF could not yet utilized for the characterization of grafted polyelectrolyte layers (PL) since the theoretical background was not yet elaborated. A theory for the characterization of PL at complete dissociation of the functional groups was developed by Ohshima [Adv Colloid Interface Sci 1995;62:189] and later extended by Dukhin et al. [Dukhin S, Zimmermann R, Werner C. J Colloid Interface Sci 2005;286:761] for any degree of dissociation. Further progress in the characterization of soft surfaces may be achieved by combining EF and surface conductivity (SC) measurements. Both theory and experiment demonstrate that integrated measurements of SC and apparent zeta potential zeta(a) in broad ranges of pH and ionic strength provide information about Donnan potential Psi(D), surface charge, pK and surface potential Psi(0), while the interpretation is more uncertain, when only zeta(a) is measured. This advanced method of PL characterization is established for PL grafted on flat surfaces. When PL are formed on spherical particles, the SC may be measured by means of conductometry and/or dielectric spectroscopy. However, the current theories can only be applied within a rather narrow range of the practically relevant conditions. To overcome this limitation, an unified approach to the theory of electrophoresis for spherical particles with grafted PL was elaborated taking into account the existence of two different electrokinetic models for soft surfaces. While one model is focused on hydrodynamic permeability of soft surface and disregards surface current, another model considers the surface current and disregards electrokinetic water transport within the soft surface layer. Unification became possible through generalization of the capillary osmosis theory over soft surfaces.